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Crushing the IT Gender Bias: Thriving as a Woman in TechnologyApress, 2019

	When my career first began, I was on a team of five women Database

	Administrators (DBAs). Within 9 months, one of the five who was hired at

	the same time as I was left the industry. She was young, single, had a degree

	in Computer Science (CS) with a focus on database technology, and had no

	children. I had difficulty understanding...
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Asthma: The Biography (Biographies of Diseases)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Asthma is a familiar and growing disease today, but its story goes back to the ancient world, as we know from accounts in ancient texts from China, India, Greece and Rome. It was treated with acupuncture and Ayurveda.

	

	As Western medicine developed, the nature of asthma became clearer, and its basis in the lungs recognized....
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The Ultimate Soups & Stews Book: More than 400 Satisfying Meals in a BowlBetter Homes & Gardens, 2013

	You'll never run out of delicious soups and stews with this extensive, photo-filled collection of recipes
	
		This new addition to the Ultimate series features enough incredible soups and stews to try a new recipe every day of the year! It's all here, from timeless classics like potato chowder to intriguing new flavors...
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The Astronaut's Cookbook: Tales, Recipes, and MoreSpringer, 2009

	Astronauts, cosmonauts, and a very limited number of people have experienced eating space food due to the unique processing and packaging required for space travel. This book allows anyone with a normal kitchen to prepare space food. Since some of the processing such as freeze dehydration, and packaging cannot be accomplished in the normal...
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The Big Book of Healing Drinks: Juices, Smoothies, Teas, Tonics, and Elixirs to Cleanse and DetoxifySkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	Lose weight, fight sickness and disease, and gain energy with dozens of delicious drinks.

	

	The Big Book of Healing Drinks goes beyond The Healthy Juicer's Bible and The Healthy Smoothie Bible, the previous two books by Farnoosh Brock, by introducing new healing drinks such as elixirs, health...
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The Ultimate Omega-3 Diet: Maximize the Power of Omega-3s to Supercharge Your Health, Battle Inflammation, and Keep Your Mind SMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Live longer, better, and healthier with omega-3s!
The Ultimate Omega-3 Diet is the first book to offer simple, practical steps for striking the proper balance between miraculous omega-3 fats and the less-healthy omega-6 fats to get the most out of your diet. Armed with the practical information in The Ultimate...
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Handbook of Halal Food ProductionCRC Press, 2018

	
		Until now, books addressing Halal issues have focused on helping Muslim consumers decide what to eat and what to avoid among products currently on the market. There was no resource that the food industry could refer to that provided the guidelines necessary to meet the Halal requirements of Muslim consumers in the United States and...
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Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry: Evaluation and Applications in Food AnalysisCRC Press, 2014

	Due to its high sensitivity and selectivity, liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS) is a powerful technique. It is used for various applications, often involving the detection and identification of chemicals in a complex mixture. Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry: Evaluation and Applications in...
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Foodomics: Advanced Mass Spectrometry in Modern Food Science and NutritionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Provides the latest "-omics" tools to advance the study of food and nutrition


	The rapidly emerging field of foodomics examines food and nutrition by applying advanced "-omics" technologies in order to improve people's health, well-being, and knowledge. Using tools from genomics, transcriptomics,...
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Characteristic Based Planning with mySAP SCM: Scenarios, Processes, and Functions (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2005
Characteristics are used in SAP as attributes, e.g. to specify the configuration
of products or the properties of batches. In many industries – engineering,
automotive, mill, pharmaceutical and foods to name the most
typical – supply chain planning has to consider these characteristics. APO
offers many different...
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Food SafetyABC Clio, 2000
It is estimated that 20 percent of all emergency room visits are due to foodborne illness. As dietary habits change to include more meals prepared away from home, higher consumption of fresh foods, and more imported foods, the risks of foodborne illness change. Food safety procedures that we learned from our parents may not be sufficient to keep us...
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Food Supply Chain ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004


	Food is always a matter of interest, a means of providing energy, the raw material

	that builds and maintains our well-being, a defence against illness, a pleasure to

	consume when well prepared and presented, a basis for social interaction and

	enjoyment at home, in a restaurant, canteen or perhaps even hospital or school.

	Our...
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